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Howe, N. and Strauss, W. Millennials rising: the next great generation (2000) New York: 
Vintage Books.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But how does a generation come to be defined and what marks out one generation from another?Well, the first scholars to really define the Millennials, to describe a cohort with different values to the preceding generation, were two generational theorists, Howe and Strauss who published in 2000.  Their thesis was that world events were really key to shaping attitudes from one generation to the next. The Vietnam War for instance….
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Millennials

“digital natives”confident optimistic

live with parents longer

greater disposable income

discerning consumers

collaborative

principled adaptive

direct

value work-life balance

value education

achievement oriented

quick assimilators

networkedmulti-tasking

graphics over text

nomadic information seeking 

random hyperlinking, non-linear content

“good enough” will do

corner cutting self servicing 

“empower me please”anywhere, anytime access

tech-savvy



 Reference support 
 Specialist subject input

 Customer centred educators
 Information literacy tuition

 Creating and maintaining electronic resources
 Metadata development
 Licensing digital material

 Collecting and digitizing archival material 
 Delivering quality learning spaces

Millennial Requirements and the Changing Role of the Librarian 



https://www.libraries.psu.edu/psul/tutorials/eval_info.html

Penn State University

Evaluating Information

North Carolina State University

One Perfect Source?

http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/tutorials/perfect-source/



Harris Poll & Pearson 2014

Survey of 1,228 US college 
students aged between 18 
and 30 on equipment used 
regularly for study 

83% use smartphones
86% use laptops
45% use tablets

University of Leeds 2014 Report

300% increase in unique 
users of wireless devices 
since 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other major change, associated with the millennial generation, has been the need to adapt services for mobile use. Thesw two studies mentioned are just two of many  confirming the wide spread take-up of portable or mobile devices for study. Students expect to be able to get on with their work from any location at any time even from the smallest screen the phone.



The digital library was designed for the desktop PC…… 

Adapt for the smaller screen, overhaul for the mobile keyboard

Which content is essential, which is suitable for mobile?

Native app or website customised for mobile?



US Association of Research Libraries 
Mobile Services Offered by 58 Libraries in 2010

Information or Service Number of Libraries Offering 

Service on Mobile 

Library Opening Hours 26

Ask a Librarian/Chat 27

Search 25

News 20

Locations 18

Databases 18



University of Exeter Newcastle University University of Leicester



Harvard University San Diego State UniversityCurtin University



The Generational Perspective

The roll-out of mobile-optimized and other technology 
solutions, and the shift in the librarian’s role itself, show a 
profession responding to very generational expectations for 
anywhere anytime connectivity, engagement, interaction and 
service.  

The generational lens is just one of several prisms through 
which we can interpret today’s students.  

It is a useful prism, nonetheless, for putting recent 
developments in university library services in perspective.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next few slides will ask users to answer true or false to a few poll anywhere questions.  These slides are all based on behaviors that are identified in the literature as being typical of millennials.
Poll Title: I prefer engaging in active learning in class as opposed to Lecture
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/jAUUKIDdahf7rAu
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Presentation Notes

Poll Title: I expect to be able to connect to the library and it's online research materials seamlessly and at all times of the day
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/OhhV5OSxBngw70e
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Poll Title: When I look for information, I tend to skim search results quickly and do not always revise my search
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/DrHGGx0gsH8DGE3



Pushing Back (or are Millennials really 
Snake People)?

Kate Hill 
Electronic Resources and Distance Education Librarian, 

University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main point: While the traits discussed in much Millennial literature can be used for us to improve our services, they have to do more with the increase across society of technology and consumerism.  These are traits that affect all students, regardless of generation, and affect some more than others.  The key is to study your own population and realize the nuance behind the stereotypes.



Outline

• Questioning generational differences:
– Technology (Digital Natives)
– Consumerism

• How two libraries have adjusted.
– University of North Carolina at Greensboro
– North Carolina State University.



Digital Native?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understand social media but do not translate into education-do not want educators in their social space and have a hard time with creation of techUse of tech is not advanced or nuanced, according to Google Generation JISC (2007, Rowlands et al, Aslib Proceedings) study-focus on simple apps and viewing.  Survey by Synovate (Synovate  (2007),  Leisure  time:  clean  living  youth  shun  new  technology) found in UK, only 27% of users had deep facility with IT that digital native implies.  57% use tech for low level entertainment and communication and 20% either do not have access to tech or resist using it heavily in lives-this is also supported in surveys mentioned by Neil Selwyn in the digital native-myth and reality (Neil Selwyn. (2009). The digital native – myth and reality. Aslib Proceedings, 61(4), 364–379)Lippincott a recent study reveals only 56.4% report that they are very skilled or expert at using the college library and only 37.9% feel proficient in graphics software, such as Photoshop or Flash (Lippincott, J. K. (2010). Information commons: Meeting millennials’ needs. Journal of Library Administration, 50(1), 27–37.)Kennedy et al. when studying technology use at University of Melbourne in 2006 said that majority of students had never used blogs, wikis, rss feeds.  20 percent of students at that time said they rarely wanted to use technology--”There is little empirical support for the stereotypical definition of the digital native--wired and wireless 24/7” (Kennedy, G., Krause, K. L., Judd, T., Churchward, A., & Gray, K. (2006). First Year Student’s Experience with Technology: Are they really Digital Natives? (Preliminary Report of Findings). University of Melbourne. )
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All gens seem to want to use technology, it has influenced usage across gens, not limited to one.  Changed the way research as a whole is done-which is why we need to respond.  Example: Connoway and Radford found that when they studied Chat reference via a telephone and online survey, that adult users and Millennials both used chat in equal numbers, mostly due to convenience, and had positive reactions.  They also both indicated that the most important things to them were easy access during all hours and getting knowledgeable answers quickly.  They also all found chat to be the least intimidating, even though one was a “digital native” (Connaway, L. S., & Radford, M. L. (2010). Virtual Reference Service Quality: Critical Components for Adults and the Net-Generation. Libri: International Journal of Libraries & Information Services, 60(2), 165–180.)Ocfom survey (2007) found 65 plus spend 4 hours longer on internet each week than 18-24 year old-it is an individual thing not tied to gen (Ocfom (2007), Communication Market Report: Converging Communications Markets, Ocfom) and Pew research survey in 2007 found that “About 83 percent of Americans aged 18 to 29, 82 percent of Americans aged 30 to 49, 70 percent of Americans aged 50 to 64, and 33 percent of Americans aged 65 and above use the Internet” (Pew Internet and American  Life Project (2005),Teens and Technology, Pew Internet and American Life Project, Washington, DC.)Carpenter points out that, when looking at Mill doctoral students and older gen doctoral students, no difference in resources used or how things found-difference was between disciplines, not age.
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Presentation Notes
Might know how to find things quickly, but all students seem to lack information lit-this actually extends to most researchers.Consumer attitude-use the web for most of the information and expect things to be easy and low cost in terms of time investment-not sophisticated in terms of searching (Sheesley, D. (2002). The ‘Net Generation: Characteristics of Traditional-Aged College Students and Implications for Academic Information Services. College & Undergraduate Libraries, 9(2), 25–42)“The same thing has happened to professors, lecturers and practitioners. Everyone exhibits a bouncing/flicking behavior, which sees them searching horizontally rather than vertically. Power browsing and viewing is the norm for all (CIBER  (2007), Information  Behaviour of the  Researcher  of  the  Future;  Work  Package  IV: Student Information-seeking Behaviour in Context, UCL, London).-Same study shows that all researchers, regardless of generation jump around, do not spend a lot of time reading any one article, store lots of research for later, and trust themselves to identify authority using their own knowledge and google
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Large amount of research backs up that students look for sources quickly, do not look at authority, take what they can find in the quickest period of time, and a belief that if the answer is not easily findable online, the question has to be wrong.  Also, large amount of evidence that students of all ages are observed not using Boolean, ignoring advanced search, not regularly understanding how to modify a search,  (Becker, Porter, Bussert, Holman, Daniel, Taylor)Research on young people show that the info lit skills of the digital native has not improved info lit, and young people have a hard time developing search strategies, expressing themselves in anything but natural language, and assessing material for usefulness and quality-however these problems are similar to what has been found in previous generations (The Google Generation)  “There is very little evidence of a generational shift”  Indeed, comparing 15 years ago, reports were there of difficulty in phrasing how and where to search and in critically evaluating sources.
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Presentation Notes
Students today only care about amenities and not educationConsumerist attitude-this affects all gens, we have been exposed to a wide range of brands and the belief we are “worth it”.  This is not limited to Millennials.  Society is consumerist, affects students of all ages.Gardner and Eng comment students expected 24/7 (wanted even more hours even though lib open 24/5) and food and drink.  This deals with expectations for more services to fit needs, part of consumerist attitude of desires being met-broader social trend. (Gardner, S., & Eng, S. (2005). What Students Want: Generation Y and the Changing Function of the Academic Library. Portal: Libraries and the Academy, 5(3), 405–420)Google Generation study by JISC found that all gens do not tolerate delay and expect immediate results-this is a shift because of tech, but not limited to specific generation.Becker discusses how in own library, both faculty and students look at library through consumerist lens, focusing on services and not content, such as hours, food, seating, power outlets, friendly staff.  Shift in all patrons, based on capitalist ideals, of getting best service and atmosphere as quickly as possible. We all are told by marketers today that we are savvy, sophisticated consumers-and that we know enough to make decisions based on common sense.  But we do not realize how brand theater influences all of our decisions, our entire culture.  This is not limited.  We all take part in this milieu. 



What can we do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition: If these are true, what can we as a library do?  Can we still use Millennials as a framework?  How to address these needs?  The key lies in realizing that these trends affect not just the current “Mill” gen but are things trust upon all of us by society, and that change how ALL of us work.  Thus, at the library, we should look at the data coming out, do our own observation of our students, and try and meet their needs, using some of these ideas as guidelines but not looking at the Millennial as some separate snake person.  These ideas can help all our patrons.Going to look at two case studies of what two of the libraries I have worked at have done to address some of these general trends.  I hope that these brief (and not super unusual examples) will help us talk about what you have done in your own library and what you might look towards investigating.
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Presentation Notes
Increased use of library for study and focus on e-resources creates demand for more space.  Hunt probably one of best examples, with book bot allowing for most of library to be used for study space.  UNCG did its own, removing all gov docs to off site storage and a great amount of microfiche to increase space for group and individual study, increased space for our digital media lab.The idea of the info commons brings tech together with collections-based on needs assessment of own population.  Useful for everyone because tech is now tied directly to research for most generations, not just students, as we have seen.  This also helps students move from being more passive consumers to more active developers of technology-which as we can see from what I pointed out above, is also a problem.Having librarians directly in this space also helps brings students face to face with experts, which Lippincott states is important-most students she studied said they wanted a combo of both in-person and online help.
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Presentation Notes
Increase in emphasis on creating a brand:  Both NC State and UNCG brand their reference service the same way (Ask Us!) and both have a strong theme of logos and images--we do this not because Mills, but because many people now are part of the consumerist brand theater society, and this allows the library to better market and connect its services to folk’s mind.  We need to do this to remain relevant.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile always available access to resources through one portal-ease of use and focus on consumer need (aka researcher need).  Talked a bit about earlier in Jill’s presentationShow example of UNCG’s mobile site and NC State’s- focus on single search box always at top, ease of navigation and getting to database list.  This helps the increasing tech use of all students and even professors.
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Presentation Notes
Work towards building an interface that brings all systems together and allows for simple searching-and allows access easily to full.  Part of this is web design and part is working with vendors to develop a more seamless connection between things like LMS, databases, and google scholar.  Example of websites for library show how we have tried to develop a one-portal, full text focused search interface,Becker reports students number one frustration is lack of seamlessness between systems, as does Carpenter’s report on Mill doctoral researchers-mostly frustration with licensing and lack of access.  Porter’s article also mentions that when studying how current students use searching, libraries will improve satisfaction if we could increase easy linking to full-text and allow for natural language searching. Students did not do detailed searches and frequently changed tactics.  Search boxes need to be more uniform-students used to natural language accepting ones. (Porter, B. (2011). Millennial Undergraduate Research Strategies in Web and Library Information Retrieval Systems. Journal of Web Librarianship, 5(4), 267–285.) As society shifts to a power browsing search-jumping between resources and quickly scanning for items, bringing these materials together in one place helps facilitate current styles of inquiry. 
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